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P.E.C.,4ppointments Expected Soon·
'.

Six people have already applied
for membership . on the Popular
Entertainment Committee, and
several more have picked up
application forms.
All committee members
appointed for semester I were
asked to resign Jan. 18 by an ad
hoc Senate investigating
committee,
ASUNM President Ken White,
who makes executive committee
appointments, subject to Senate
confirmation, said Friday he does
not expect to send PEC
appointments to the Senate this
week.
Emergency Legislation
Sen. Anita Looney, who sat on
the ad hoc investigating
committee, said the bilf ;regulating
PEC operations would be
introduced as emergency
legislation Wednesday, This means
it may be voted on that night
instead of after the automatic
week waiting period stipulated in
the Senate by-laws for regular

legislation.
14
We will try to get the bill
passed as emergency legislation so
we can organize the committee,"
Looney said,
'
Looney, also a member of the
Presidential Appointments
Committee, said that committee
would not screen any PEC
applicants before Wednesday, but
would "start the next morning,"
Applications would ,be considered
under the terms of the new
guidelines.
Exclusions
Prohibitions against a conflict
of interest for the PEC members
are in(!luded in legislation to be
introduced in the Senate
Wednesday.
As presently worded,
membership on the committee
would be denied to "any person
directly or indirectly involved in
the popular entertainment field."
Included in that dsfinitiuh an~
advertising men, ticket agents,
performers, promotion men and

news media.
The membeJ;ship p~;ohlbition is
one of seve~:al measures intended
to regulate operation of the PEC.
In headngs conducted by the
ad hoc Senate group the former
PEC was criticized for failing to
hold regular meetings, keep
minutes and hold office hours.
Specific recommendations
providing for all three areas are
included in the bill.
Reduced Number
Other recommendations in the
bill would change the committee
composition and set up a
University ~ sponsored ticket
agency,
Besides reducing the number of
students on the committee from
eight to six, the new committee
would have a representative of the
Student Affairs Office as an
ex-officio member of the
committee.
Harold Lavender, vice pre!iideuL
-tor student affairs, . sai(Cth-e
involvement with the activities

o f fice

w o u 1d

p r ovi d e

~'enforcement" of PEO policies.

This fall the Student Activities
Office set ·up procedures for
scheduling entertainment events.
"The policy Wa!:l written in the
fall to set up the step~; involved in
getting a popular entertainment
event so the committee and the
promoters would know where
they we~;e and who was
responsible for doing what," said
Karen Abraham, a~;sistant dean of
students. '
•
Grey Area
She said prior to the policy
formation, procedure in booking
an event "was a grey area,"
'.'There was a new administrator
working with the committee each
year, and a new student
committee, 1' she said.
Abraham's office would be
responsible for administering the
ticket agency if Lhe Sennto bill is
passed. Such an office would
include a mail-order facility,

hiring ticket sellers and
establishing ticket offices.
She said she opposes a UNM ~
sponsored agency in competition
with local ag~ncies. 1 'We should
either do it (completely) or not at
all."
Opposition
The legislation does not
stipulate UNM will be the only
ticket agency handling
PEC-sponsored popular
entertainment events.
Opposition to the p~:oposal is
. expected from local ticket
agencies.
The PEC membership is set up
in the ASUNM Constitution.
However, the legislation proposed
to revise the membership is not
proposed as a constitutional
amendment.
ASUNM Attorney General
Jerry Herrera said the new
legislation would be constitutional
"as long as it does not surpass the
number of members set up by the
Constitution.''
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Electricity Tax Legislation
Proposed in N .M. House

f
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THE SWIMMING 'HOLE'

Want an Easy PE Credit?
Dry Swimming Latest Addition
When the water le-vel of the
Johnson Gym swimming pool
dtopped eight inches over night,
officials began thinking there
might be something wrong. After
dtaining the pool a small hole was
discovered.
"We really don't know when
the leak started," says Van Dorn
Hooker, University architect. "It
could have started as far back as

last year when we had those earth
tremors."
Repair work was started on the
pool about a week ago and should
be completed within two weeks,
said Hooker. No noticeable
damage was done to the building
from the leak.
.
"From what we can figure,
beneath the place where the leak
was, was an old arroyo which is

restrict union
An open hearing on a proposal
to restrict access to the New
Mexico Union on the UNM
campus will be held Wednesday,
from 12 noon to 5 p.m. Jn tho:
Union ballroom.
Any person who wishes to
address the Operations and
Procedures Committee of the
Union Board cah do so at that
time, committee chairman Donald
Burge said. In addition;
individuals who canrtot attend the
hearing Wednesday can submit
written comments concerning the
proposal to the director, New
Mexico Union, UNM. Such letters
.. must be received rto later than •
Jan. 31.
The proposal would limit
entrance to the Union after 3 p.m.
on weekdays and all day on·

weekends to only UNM students,
faculty, and staff with proper
identific::ation.
profs appeal
The tenured members of the
sociology department have
recommended to Nathaniel
Wollman; dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, that two other
f'actllty members not be rehited.
The two faculty members,
David V. Stratman and H. Gilman
McCann, are appealing the move
to Wollman and President Ferrel
Heady. Wollman has appointed an
ad hoc:: committee to study the
situation. Another faculty
member, Theodore Guinn has
been relieved of his appointment
in sociology, Guinn has a joint
appointment in sociology and in
mathematics and,statistics. ·

the only thing that saved the
building," Hooker explained.
Coach John Mechem, of the
Lobo swimming team, wishes
repair work of the swimming pool
would be speeded up.
"They don't seem to be
hurrying at all," he said.
Already the swimming team has
had to move two meets to the
Valley High School pool and
UNM will now be unable to host
the WAC ehatnpionship meet
because of the leak.
The location of another two
meets which are coming up within
the next two weeks is indefinite.
The swimming team is
currently holding its practices at
the Sandia Base pool in the early
mornings and evenings•. However1
the swimming classes, until the
repairs are finished, will not be
able to do any swimming.
:Sesides ~epairittg the hole in the
floor, while the pool is drained
the tile will be cleaned and
repaired where it is chipped in
order to make the most of the
drained pool.
~ Howevert this action will not
delay the reuse of the pool. In
order to reoJ)en the pool as soon
as possible new tile will not be
laid over the hole, Instead, cement
will be poured in and left until
summer when there will be more
time to lay the tile.

Legislation aimed at taxing the week following the Governor's
Four Corners Power Plants for State of the State address.
generation of electrical power
The tax is not new to some
introduced into the New M~ ico parts of the country. Radosovich
House of Representatives by Rep. notes, "Other states have similar
John Radosovich (D·Bern.) could taxes. Two states, Idaho and
ultimately end the future Vennont, have had an almost
construction of similar plants in identical tax for several years. The
the area.
Idaho tax wa$ tested in the courts
The bill is J;pecifically designed and was held constitutional."
to place a tax of one-half mill per
Taxing out of state users of
ki Iowatt on all electricity electricity generated in New
generated in .New Mexico with the Mexico has been brought up in
exception of non-profit electric the Legislature before but the
cooperatives. The tax would be
levied on power generated in the
state whether it is used here or
elsewhere.
Revenue
Radosovich estimated the
average R.WA user in New Mexico
would pay an additional $2.45 a
year because of the tax. The
annual revenue from the bill
would be around $8 million with
$7 3 2, 000 coming from New
Mexico taxpayers and the rest
corning from Arizona and
California users. ~~Anything," says
Radosovich, ..that will bring in
between $8 and $9 million is just
smart business."
Radosovich has received the
support of 22 of his colleagues in legislation has often beert watered
the House and said he expects the down in c::ommittee or compli!tely
support of at least 17 mote. The rejected on the House or Senate
bill was held up in printing last floor.
week because he was getting
No More Plants
signatures for the bill.
lladosovich points out, 11 0f the
Constitutional
five power plants in the Four
The tax, which would become Corners, only 5.2 per cent are
effective on July 1, 1972, is owned by the Public Service Co.
~xpected to have a rough time in
of New Mexico. One way to stop
the House Taxation and Revenue
pollution is to hit them where it
Committee and Radosovich hurts. In the pocketbook."
admits the battle is just beginning.
Pointed at pollution in the
"There is going to be a lot of Four Corners area he said, "lt,s
pressure from the lobbyists. w~ not just a tax bill it's an
heard from the people anti-pollution bill. They (the
representing the Arizona Publit lobbyists) told us that if the bill is
Service Company, California passed they won't build any more
Edison and the Utah Power and coal burning power plants in New
Coal Cooperative,'' he said last Mexico."

2 Year NROTC Reestablished
During his junior and senior
A two~year Naval ROTC
program has been reestablished at years, a two-yt!ar Naval ROTC
UNM which will allow students to student will receive a $100 a
enter the program after their month subsistence allowance. He
sophomore year and be will receive $265 per month for
summer training between his
commissioned two yeats later,
junior and ,senior years,
Students enrolling will attend a
After completing the program,
six-week session after the the graduate' serves as a
sophomore year either at UCLA commissioned officer in the Navy
or the University ot North or Marine Corps and has a
Carolina to make up training three-year service obligation,
mmsed during the freshman and
Sophomores interested in the
sophomore years. Expenses are pre>gram should contact the Naval
paid by the Navy and the student ROTC unit, 720 Yale Boulevard
is paid $288 a month. t
N.l!t; or phone 217 3744.
4
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Radical Stanford Prof Fire
Inciting Campus Violence·

'
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SAN .FRANCISCO (UPI)Stanford University fired a
tenured professor for the first
time in 70 years Saturday,
ordering radical English instructor
H. Bruce Franklin dismissed
immediately for fomenting
violence on campus last winter.
As Franklin and lO() supporters
marched and chanted in a
drizzling rain outside, the private
university's Board of Trustees
voted 20-2 to adopt the
recommendations of a faculty
panel and President Richard
·Lyman to fire the 37-year,old
self- proclaimed "Maoist."
Franklin said he "really didn't
know" what his next step would
be, although he previously
threatened to fight the dismissal
in the courts. He told newsmen he
probably would return to·
Stanford Monday for rallies on his
behalf as a court injunction
banning him from the campus
expired when he was dismissed.
The trustees fired Franklin at a
special two-hour meeting &fter
reviewing the :recommendations of
Lyman and the faculty advisory

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

.....

editorial

Electricity- Bill
Needs Support
Legislation proposed by Rep. John Radosovich {D-Bern.)
to tax electricity generated in New Mexico seems to
effectively solve two of the state's major problems, lack of
money and increasing air pollution.
The bill, if passed in its present form, is expected to
produce an additional $7 to $8 million revenue.
When Radosevich · calls for an end to the "land robber
barons," he is more correct than his rhetoric would indicate.
94.5 per cent of the five puwel' plant loca.tcd -in the Four
Corners area are owned by interests other than those of the
P_ublic Service Company of New Mexico,

.

All-State Music Festival

"Reject political pressures, as l have.•. "

Secondly, and more important to the quality of life in the
state, passage of the bill may curtail further building of coal •
fueled power plants.
Radosevich claims power lobbyists have assured him no
more coal-fuel power plants would be built in New Mexico if
the bill were passed, Which p1eans as close an end to the Four
Corner's pollution as tactically possible.
The danger to what seems to be an ideal piece of
legislation is potential crippling amendments in the
Legislature. Similar legislation has been thoroughly maimed
in past sessions.

1

l

I

Passage of the electricity bill is dependent on public
support to counter the power lobbyists.
The Daily Lobo fuJJy backs this bill and urges all UNM
voters to pressure the representative and senator in your
district for pas$age of the bill.

bema~----

"I don't get no respect!"

Schowers Outlines Union Problems

The first time the idea of limiting access to the
New Mexico Union building was seriously
considered and rej-ected was last summer after the
third director in a period of less than four years
had resigned, and the Union Board was once again
called upon to help determine the next in a
growing line or Union directors.
At that time the Board examined many of the
problems facing the Union including the changing
attitudes and roles of students, employes, and
other members of the University and ·outside
community that comprise the thousands of
persons who pass through the building every day.
It was quite clear that the problems could not be
solved merely by a strong director or serious
Union Board or even with the significant backing
of the administration and Regents who ultimately
asked the Board for a complete report on the
conditions of the building.
Problem Source
No one person could be blamed, and in view of
the list of directors, the problems in the Union
could not be collectively attributed to
administrative incompetence only. Students also
could not generally bear the cross of Union ills,
since it was determined that the overwhelming
nutnber of offenses committed within the Union
were cotnmitted by non-students.
In addition, students were continuing to use
the Union less and less, either because of
over-crowding (the Union was built to
accommodate a University of no more than
10 000 students), disgust at what was taking place
th~re, or, perhaps, because th; function of
student unions had been so consrderably altered
from the ttaditional centE'r of campus activity. In
any case, serious problems endangered the health
Page 2
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and safety of students and the rest of the
University community.
Drug Traffic
The biggest problem confronting the Union
was and is the drug traffic, which is not in any
W:].Y limited to the casual sale and use of
marijuana, but is more realistically illustrated by
the continuous use of Union lounges and
restrooms for the injection and sale of hard drugs.
It is the rare student indeed who has not actually
witnessed the sale or injection of hard drugs in
the Union or who has not at least seen some
convincing evidence such activity was taking
place.
The Union Board has had to consider the
alternatives at hand to try and correct the abuses
within the building. The idea of the unarmed
policeman was fitst introduced as the symbol of
authority to serve as a deterrent to dealers and
users within the building. However, the issue soon
centered around the policeman's weapon which
the Board had taken away merely to appease
students who would automatically reject having a
policeman in the building on a regular basis. This
faile<f miserably!

Arrests
Conditions got worse. 75 per cent of all arrests
were non-students; the Union became the state's
central drug exchange, city authorities refused to
come on the campus to make arrests; the police
could not do their jobs for various weak rel:lsons
but the fact remains that their job was not being
done; and ostensibly drug related thefts and
assaults increased to the point that guns and
knives were drawn, fired, and threatened by
everyone except police. The Board responded by
arming police in the evenings and finally at all
times.
Subcommittee
At one of the discussions about arming police a

Union subcommittee was appointed to examine
the feasibility of limiting access to the Union. On
the day before finals ended that committee
recommended to the Board that the building
access be limited to the University community
only with special exceptions. At a meeting of the
full Boru:d I asked that the committee hold
University - wide hearings on the subject since
most students had finished finals, had gone from
the University, and had little chance to voice an
opinion.
Jan. 26 Hearings
Those hearings are scheduled for tomorrow,
Jan. 26, from noon until five p.m. in the Union
Ballroom and I urge the students to make known
their views on the proposal that would limit
access to the University community and which
would require the showing of identification at the
door.
The Union Board consists of five students, two
faculty members, and two administrators. It is
merely advisory in its capacity, but the
administration and Union director have usually
abided by the decision!l of the Board, and I have
no reason to expect a rejection of that advice
now.
However, the Union Board cannot advise
effectively unless we receive some student input
as to whether the facility should continue in its
highly dangerous state without any control, with
limited police control, with limited access or
under some other alternative not yet presented.
It is clear, however, that the issue must come
before the students and that the Board cannot
and should not act alone. Therefore, I sincerely
hope that you as students will make every effort
to make your views known at the hearings
tomorrow and offer as many concrete solutions as
possible. We know what the problems are, but we
have few people making any legitimate
suggestions to help solve those problems.
NEW MEXICO LOflO

AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo.
The Air For~e ~cad~my
has ended its inVfi!Stlgatton mto
charges th!lt 39 cade~s violated the
school's rigid hon.or c';lde,_ but. has
begun another inve~hgatwn mto
students smoking marijuana at the
nation's youngest military
academy.
27 cadets violated one or more
of the honol qode provisions
prohibiting lying, stealing or
cheating, while 12 cadets were
guilty "solely of tolerating known
honor code viol<ttions of other
cadets," said Col, Arthm: Ragen,
directo~ of information for the
Academy.
Four cadets were found to have
been smoking marijuana. They
resigned from the Academy.
SeveQ other instances of
marijuana smoking are being
inve~tigated, Ragen said.
He said all but two of the
students suspected of using
marijuana were among the 39 who
violated the honor code.
Mt. Olympus is a great pla_ce to
come from, but it's a lousy place
to visi-t.
·

~ (UPI) -

Joseph

'Q rgan~c
• Ab
. st rae ts.'
Sculpture by Joseph Arnold
Chavez, a Belen native and
graduate of the University of
Albuquerque and UNM, is being
exhibited ill a one·man show at
Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas
N.E.
The sculpture, in stone and
metal, is described by Chavez as
being in the ' 1organic abstract
tradition" and "chiefly
preoccupied with the solidity of

Student Concerts Highlight ::;!~;.:~h!~:zs:~~. ~!s~~~r~

It's contrary to the state's instinct of self- preservation to
alk)w power going out of the state, but generated from the
state's resources, to go untaxed.

By RAY SCHOWERS
Chairman, Union Board

board and the profeSl!or'a written
attack on his "kangaroo hearing.''
"The eSl!ence of the case is that
neither you nor your
administration nor the majodty of
the faculty you hire wish to
permit a communist revolutionary
to teach in your university,''
wrote Franklin, who was not
permitted to' appear before the
board.
·
Lyman called the firing "a
landmark in a di.eficult bu"t
essential effort for higher
education" to protect it~elf from
those who would destroy
Amli!rican universitiel>.
The Board's seven-line
resolution said it concurred with a
facqlty panel which found
Franklin guilty of inciting
violenc:e on three occasions last
winter and which, on a split 5-2
vote, recomll}ended his dismissal.
Thr trustees directed that his
salary through Aug. 31 be paid in
a lump sum. Franklin was
suspended from his teaching
duties and barred from campus by
Lyman last spring, but :remained
on full pay.

Cheating Scandal
Plucks Falcons

Talente d you th mus1c1ans
an d.
. .
music teachers from all sections of
the state will be in Albuquerque
Jan. 26·29 for the 28th Annual
New Mexico M11sic Ed11cators
Association Conference and
All·State Music Festival.
UNM Professor of Music
William Rhoads is serving as
coordinator for the event to be
hosted by UNM. About 700
students and 300 music teachers
are expected to attend, Rhoads
said.

F ~u 1t ?f th; S tu d;n~s,"
, "N;w
D1mens10ns In MuSJc,
Makmg
Mus!c Your 0~" and "This is
Mus!c for T?~ay. .
.
F1ve mus1c1ans will be servu':g as
guest conductors for the Vat1ous
student groups to p~rformconcert ba~d, symphomc b~nd,
orchestra, gills chorus and n1.1xed
chorus.
.
The co~cert . band ~nd g~t~s
chorus Will. wve ~hell public
performance m PopeJOY Hall at .4
p.m. Jan, 29, and the symphomc

the
human
figure
1 have
found
pebbles,
shells,
bones,
plants
an.d
living prillciples of form and
rhythm. Some of these forms are
in 11 process of eternal change due
to their living qualities. Some ate
also pure and simple and reveal
the spirit, for one reaches the real
meaning of things through their.
~implicity."
·
Hi 5 sc u 1p t ure has been
exhibited at the New West,
l>eddlers Cart, Workshop Originals
and Wagon Trails galleries in

Students chosen to attend
All-State this year auditioned
before a group of UNM music
department faculty members early
last month. These auditions were
held in Las Cruce~;, Roswell, Los
Al~mos and Albuquerque.
Activities fer the confetence
and festival will be divided
between the Union, Keller Hall,
Popejoy Hall and various rooms in
the Fine Arts Center, with three
full days of pracLices, IecLures and
performances slated.
While most music teachers are
attending various workshops,
students will be rehearsing and
auditioning for Saturday's public
performances.
Among the seSl!ions for teachers
are "Growing with Music," "Bad
Rehearsals Aren't Always the

band, orchestra and mixed chorus
will be performing in public the
samedayan.dplaceat8p.m. .
Anothe~ event on t~e festlyal
sche~ule IS a new mus1c readmg
sess10n to '!>e c~ndu<:ted by
Rl_loads, workmg "!lth. hts UNI\1
Wmd Ensemble. Th1s ~Il be 7:30
p.m., Jan. 27.
.
The Alb~;~querq_ue Symphony
Orches~ra will get .mto the act by
presentmg a special concert for
All-State participants at 8 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall, Jan.. 28.

Joan Moore, arepresentative of
the American Sociology
Association, is currently at UNM
interviewing minority group
students in the sociology
d e p 11 r t m en t a b 0 u t. t h P.
department. Any minority group
student in sociology may make an
interview with Moore by calling
the sociology department.
She will be at UNM through
Jan 25
' ~·- - - - - -

Sociology/Minority

D-~sp
• [ayed

Albuquerq\ie,-the New Mexico
Arts and Crafts Fair.,
Contemporary Crafts 11how at the
New Mexico State Fair, Rip
Grande Arts and Crafts Show,
Santa Fe Arts and Crafts Fie&tas,
and Galeria Placitas and MiSl!ion
Gallery in Taos.
The exhibition will close Feb.
11, with the gallery open daily
except Mondays from noon to 6
p.m.

There are 32 standing
committees at UNM and half of
them aren't worth a sit.
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COMPLETE
BARf[llROOM
SUPPLIUnS
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THRIFTY VALUES'
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FIJBH'S ttBIG fALliE"
FAMILY CEITER

UEN'l1RAL &SAN PEDRO S.E.

UNM was created by an act of
the Territorial Legislature in
1889,_______________
The UNM College of
Engineering opened in 1906, the
Graduate School in 1919.

GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCI AliON

For President
S Vice-President
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Remember Summer Cookouts?
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--Get that same flavor
with our ·
Broiled Hamburger

I

266·0550 7:00am-midnight Across from Johnson Gym

,

I
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Filing Deadlines: 4:30 p.m. Jan. 31
Contact GSA office for further
information 277-3803
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Congressman Warns of Tax Increase

Nixon Announces D.ebt of $64 Billion
WASHINGTON (UPI)- he has had complete control, if his
Nixon told Congress predictions pwve true.
Monday the nation would plunge
"It'.s any l:Jody's gt..!.ess ho,N large
$64.3 billion deeper in debt this a deficit will actually result from
fisc!ll year a.nd next- or about President Nixon's $246 billion$310 for JJV!lry man, woman and plus federal budget for the coming
child in the nation.
year," said conservative Rep, Joh.n
Chairman George Mahon of the Ashbrook ( R·Ohio) who JS
House Appropriations Committee, challenging Nixon in some
claiming Nixon's figures were $16 presidentialprimaries this year.
billion too low, warned that taxes
"Last year at this time, the
would have to be raised to avert President estimated the deficit
"fiscal collapse" from three would run around $11.5 billion,
straight, whoJ?ping Nixon deficits, but it has now turned out to be
Red Ink
$38.8 billion, or nearly four times
"We've got to do something as much as. the estimate."
before we go over the cliff,"
The national debt now totals
Mahon told House members. The $426.5 billion or $2050 far every
Texas Democrat holds perhaps American and Nixon will soon
more influence than any other have to raise the ceiling oh it.
congressman over how much the
government can spend.
· Tax Increases
Nixo·n 's disclosure of his
Mahon claimed Nixon tried to
estimated budget deficit for this
coat" the real defic~t
fiscal year and his projected red "sugar
figures in his budgets. By h1s
ink spending for fiscal1973 which accounting method, which
begins July 1 was contained in his includes any borrowing the
budget message which culled far government does from federal
spending $246.3 billion.
.
trust funds such as social security,
His estimated deficit for th1s Mahon claimed that the combined
fiscal year will be $38.8 billion deficits of four Nixon years added
and the President defended his $123.9 billion to the federal debt.
planned $25,5 billion deficit for
fiscal 1973 as "strong but He said this exceeded the
necessary medicine" to create jobs combined deficits of all the
previous years since World War II.
and stimulate the economy.
By Nixon's accounting method,
Quadrupled
Those two deficits, added to a he accounted for a $2.8 billion
$ 2 3 bill ion shortage in fiscal deficit in fisc<!! 1970,
1971, means that Ni<wn would administering a budget that
, run 87.3 billion in the red for former President Lyndon B.
Johnson sent to Congress. By his
i the three fiscal years over which
figures Nixon thus had total
deficits of $90.1 billion. He and
Johnson shared fiscal 1969 when
the government recorded its last
surplus, $3.2 billion.
As for the possibility of tax
increases, Mahon said, "What I am
saying is that it ca.nnot be delayed
beyond 1973." Many members of
Congress agreed with the need for
new federal revenue, but few said
so publicly, particularly in an
Mix or Match
election year.

5 for $1.00
Kraut Dog-CI!lli DogMustard

Bu~

Not Proud
TreliSury Secretary John B.

Jury Pick Halts

Berrigan's Trial
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the only Democrat in When it GCCIUieG
·,j:

Connally,
Nixon's cabinet, indicated the
administration had weighed the
possible reaction of the voters

deficit budget.
"None of us are proud of these
deficits •.•• but they are designed

Ed Dean To Head Project
George Prigmore, assistant to
the dean of the College of
Education at UNM, has been
chosen to be general chairman of

a joint project to develop national
guidelines for teacher training.
Prigmore will lead the working
committee in the formulation of
guidelines for preparing teachers
for interdisciplinary humanities
programs at all grade levels.
The project is jointly sponsored
by the National Association for
Humanities Education (NAHE)
and the Associated Organization
for Teacher Education (AOTE).
Prigmore is immediate past
president of NAHE.
The committee, presently being
organized, will contain
representatives of elementary and
secondary schools, colleges and
unhersities and related
educational organizations. When
the committee is completed, a
working calendar will be
established and the first progress
report will be made by Prigmore
to the two executive boards o£
directors in April.

HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI)- A
Federal Judge excused nearly half
of the 84 prospective jurors
examined Monday in the kidnap bombing conspiracy trial of the
Rev. Philip F. Berrigan and six
other persons because they had
preconceived opinions of the case.
U.S. District Judge R. Dixon
Herman, who predicted the trial
probably will last several months,
threatened to hold jury selection
in private if news media published
the names of prospective jurors or
any of the questions and answers
involved in the trial's initial phase.
Herman excused 25 men and
13 women after asking them only
one question- "Are you familiar
with the facts surrounding this
charge and have you formed any
opinion from them? Do you have
any prejudices, preconceptions,
sympathies one way or the other,
either pro-government or
anti-government, p:ro-defense or
anti-defense?"
"Yes, I have an opinion," was
the reply of all but one of the 38
who were excused. The other s~id,
"I'm sorry, but I do."
The 46 veniremen who told
Herrnan they had no opinion will
be examined again today, along
with 60 others who w~re called
but not examined Monday.
Herman, who made a
15-minute speech to all of th~ 144
prospective jurors crowded .into
his SO·seat courtroom, perm1tted
only three pool reporters in the
courtroom duting his examination
of the jurors. He issued a
statement earlier "strongly
urging" the newsmen not to
publish the names of the
veniremen or any questions or
answers involved.
"I think it is in the province of
the court, if you violate it (the
request), to continue the
questioning in private," said
Herman.
Defense attorney J, Thomas
Menaker told a news conference
later, however, that he doubted
whether Herman could close the
jury selection to newsmen
"regardless of what the press
does."
Attorneys for both sides met
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Monday on the question of
whether jurors would be locked
up each night to shield them from
news accounts of the proceedh1gs.
Although defense lawyers argued
against it, Herman made it clear
from the start that he likely
would require jurors to be
sequester=::..;e;..;d::.·--------
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A ftiend in need is someone
who will hit you up for a buck
soon.
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The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every regulat. w~ek of the Univet•
s:ity Year by the Board of Student
Publit!ations of. the Univcr:;it:Y of
New Mexico, and ls not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage !laid af Albuqerque, New
Meldc<l 87106. Subscription ra.te is
$1 for the academic yeax.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Daily Lobo
ate those of the author solelY. Un•
signed o\)inion is that of the edi·
torial boatd of Thi! Daily Lobo.
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'Ballgla Desh' A Super Live LP

to help cure some of the problems
that this country faces. It is not
necessarily in the best political
interest of Richard Nixop, but it
is best for the nation," Connally
sal d.
Noting that individual income
taxes had been trimmed by $22
billion since he took office, Nixon
warned Democrats they would
h<\ve to take the blame for any
new taxes if they load up his new
budget with extravagant election •
year ~pending.

Pre~ident

~

"THE CONCERT FOR BANGLA player and tambourist
DESH"
respectively, accompanied them in
George Hardson And His Friends dadra tal and teental, my
(Apple/STCX338 5)
favorites, the end result being a
An event is a memory to be work of serene beauty. Here is
rel.ived over and over again in your where the superb recording makes
mind, a chancl.l to relish again the its expense worth it, as spoken
smells, sounds and circumstances signals between the musicians are
that made that day something heard and sudden changes became
more than usual. Memories, as crystalized in your head forever.
they exist in our minds now, leave
'Early Dylan'
only sensc;n:y. perceptions to grasp
As a drama, the climax of the
onto, so a new medium to album has to be the
recaptute a moment and preserve "unannounced" appearance of
it in space and time has at last; brother Bob Dylan, My friends,
arrived. Introducing at last, the it's just too much. Think back to
superbly recorded Live LP.
an album first heard about 11
The Bangia Desh concert wasn't years ago- the Newport Folk
just a musical affair featuring all Festival, with Bob and Joan (with
our folk heroes to be adored once others) singing ''Blowht' In The
again, but rather the idea of the Wind." It was a voice of one
concert, along with the pure crying out in the wilderness, a
electricity generated by the timeless wail for his fellow man
audience's and musician's that had yet to be mellowed out
collective heads, produced a into sweet molasses. The point to
drama which has yet to be be made here is that THE VOICE
reached at; a concert, and that's a is back for one whole side, to
mouthful. A concentrated effort allow us, perhaps, to take ~;tack of
was made with the recording all those change$ every one of us
technique to not only recreate the have gone through since the first
sound but the emotion of the time your skin shivered and peace
concert as well. For example, 44 had a chance, so long ago. His
microphones were employed in songs were not surprises, a small
the recording process. The stage package of those great early
rap was present, along with compositions: "A Hard Rain's
crackling sharp vocals soaring Gonna Fall," '~Blowin' In The
what must have been an awesome Wind," "It Takes A Lot To
volume of music.
Laugh/It Takes A Train To Cry,"
Harrison's Show
"Mr. Tambourine Man," and the
This is George's album on the real blockbu~tet of the set, "Just
whole. Eight of the tracks arc Lilte A Woman." George and
classic Harrison compositions, but Leon do the harmony vocals on
to overlook the rest of the band this track that just knocked me
would be an unpardonable sin to out cold. The song also takes on a
be sure. Ringo was never bette:r on new feel as portions of the
drums, although his vocal on "It melody are changed by the "up an
Don't Come easy" was octave" Dylan, to give it an even
refreshingly flat. Eric Clapton more haunting flavor tl1an the
shared lead riffs with George, with original.
acoustic bac.kground being
Many Stars
provided by Badfinger. Klaus
Eric had a moment of glory for
Voormann and Carl Radle traded sure as his lead on "While My
bass chores and Billy Preston was
jugt outo;tanding o~ orean. It was
Leon Russell who put the gut
feeling in this band though.
.Although nearly unheard from on
the first side of the rock portion,
Leon comes alive with his hard
chargin' piano and smashing
vocals and by the time "Jumpin'
Jack Flash" ends on Side Four,
one is really glad Mr. Russell was
with this band. Add to this lineup
a large portion of professional
sidemen and singers, and the end
result is one hell of a production.
Shantar Begins
The album starts with some of
the most striking Indian music
encountered in some time. It was
a classic performance of "Bangia
Dhun," a sitar· sarod duet played
by the pupil· teacher
combination of Ravi Shankar and
Ali Akbal' Khan. Alla Rakah and
Kamala Chakravarty, master tabla

Guitar Gently Weeps" takes the
listener right back to the White
Album days. Actually, everyone
connected with this show did
outstanding work, thus a rundown
of everyone's contributions could
look like baseball scores. It's a
fact though that Leon has climbed
the mountain now,
Like all art, this a.lbum is not
without its faults, One example,
like some seemingly befuddled
instrumentation, can be attributed
as the natural occurance of highly
skilled musici~ns all trying to take
lead parLs at once, but one thing
that can make this album
disconcerting is the
preponderance of applause.
ApparenUy every standing ovation
i~ presented in toto, which after
the first listening can be very
disracting. All this noisEl is in a
definite context though, so it
shouldn't be hard to make the
best of it. A prediction of
multiple needle scratches on Side
Six where the applause outimes
the music by two to one is hereby
made.
Worth Its Price
This album, though, is as fine a
musical package as one will find
and bears the weight of its price
well. A book is included which
gives t!lchnical notes, credits, and
mounds of color photos to satisfy
even the most fanatical visual
freak. All this, along with the
knowledte that half of the 10
bucks you lay out to purchase this
record will turn into food for a
starving Bangladesh child should
be enough to convince yourself
that you can stretch that lid a
little while longer and go buy this
album. (Two local record stores,
Gold Street Circus and The Sound
Experience, are selling it at their
wholesale cost, as their
contribution to th!l relief effort.
All other stores I checked are
selling it for the full $12.98 liat
price.)
Consider "A Concert For
Bangla Desh" a consciousness
awakening.
Tom Lynch

. •J.,.,...
K ISS
n..tSS
NITEROI, Brazil ( UPI)Poll c e in the second district
arrested 14 couples in the
southern zone early Sunday for
violating an antinecking decree.
Police Jelegate Moacir Belot
has prohibited necking after 11
p.rn. Those who defy his edict risk
spending the night in jail.
·
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Denver in Albuquerque

Art for Kids Has Film Course
UNM's Art for Kids program
will offer a new experimental
course in film this spring for
children B to 11 years old.
Taught by Jay Hard'Wick, the
course will investigate many
techniques in still and movie
photography and the uses oflight
in art.
The regular courses in Art for
Kids this spring include classes for
pre-school (ages 4-5), primary
(ages 6·8) and intermediate (ages
9·11). They will include
instruction in a variety of media
such as painting, ceramics,
constructions, print•making,

l.D.

'l'he show, by JaJnes Whitmore,
will be at 8 tonight at the Civic
Auditorium.
The ticket offica will be open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, January 25, 1972

tie·dying and candle·making.
All Art ior Kids courses,
including the new film course, will
be bel d Saturdays from
9:30·11:30 a.m. beginning Feb. 5.
The fee is $80.
In addition, Art for Youth
courses for junior and senior high
school students will be offered
Thursday evenings in ceramics,
weaving and photography.
Additional information is
available by calling 277-4112 or
277•5300, or by writing the
department of att education at
UNM.

Jewish Conference
,.=;=;~~~iiii~F:::;:;:::;:;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;======:::::;
There will be a Southwestern
Jewish Student conference held at
the new Ramada Inn Feb. 18-21.
There will be a guest speaker,
f'llms and discussion groups, For
further information contact Linda
Lefton at 256·3439 before Feb. 1.

\YHI~I
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Abex corporation is listed first
in the Library annual report of
donor firms.

*BEAU*

BRITGHES

IT

AI~L

2001 EYBANIC NE
298-8280

UNM Discount Set
For Whitmore Show
Student discount tickets for
"Will Rogers USA" will be sold
today in the Union ticket office.
Tickets will be $1 with a student

John Denver isn't from Denver,
be was born in Roswell, N.M. But
who would go to hear a singer
named John Roswell? John's f~ns
will be able to hear his Saturday
at the Civic Auditorium, in
concert with Fat City. Tickets are
$3.50 ($4.50 at the door), on sale
at Uncle Sam's and the Good
Morning.

WE AU OPEN ll 9DAJLY-SAT.10·6

Pants, shirts, boots, belts

*BEAU

BBITGRIS

*
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Prison Legal Services Proposed
UNM Law Students Would Counsel Research Cases
--

Prisoners at the New Mexico
State Penitentiary who cannot
afford the services of an attorney
may be able to appeal legal
problems to junior and senior
students in the Clinical. Law
Program at the UNM Law Sclwol
if a program presently under
consideratiol1 is approved.
"The law students will be under
the direct supervision of )iceused
lawyers,'' said William

.

I
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them to turn to when they need the situation, he said, and then
legal assistance. We would let .make a written report and
them know we're available maybe research the legal facts.
"Then we would write him
by putting up posters or having
interviews over the prisoners' again. There would probably be a
radio station," MacPherson stated, week between the interview and
"A prisoner would write to us the letter that would tell him that
at a post office box here in we would represent him, if he
Albuquerque. We would look over wanted us. Then we 'would
the Jetter and write back to him, proceed with the case and I
asking que,stiops to narrow the imagine we would go into a
normal client I attorney
problem down.

\

World
News

\
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Lob·os Week.end Hosts to Arizona Teams
After Big Non-WAC Win Over St. Louis·

\

~~

By United Preu lnt•rnath:mal

f

Bangladesh Recognized

.!

MOSCOW- The Soviet Union Monday officially recognized the new·
state of Bangladesh, the official Soviet News Agency Tass said in
Moscow.
The agency said President Nikolai V, Podgorny and Premie~: Alexei
N. Kosygin informed the government of the former East Pakistan of
their action by telegram.
"In pursuance of its peaceable foreign policy of equality and
friendship among all states and gt.lided by the principles of
self-determination of peoples, the Soviet Union declares that it
recognizes the People's Republic of Bangladesh as a sovereign state and
expresses its-readiness to establish diplomatic relations &nd to exchange
diplomatic missions with it,'' the telllgram said.

I
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Egyptians Battle Police

r
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By ROGER J. RUVOLO
After an initial sl!rge of WAC
games beginning three weeks ago,
most WAC teams settled back
down last weel>end and played
non•conference foes, most for the
last time this basketball season.
And they didn't fare too badly.
In fact, nobody in the WAC lo!!t
to non-conference foes. Utah and
BYU both beat Utah State,
Arizona topped nearby Northern
Arizona, Arizona State defeated
San Diego State, Utah downed
Stanford. One of the biggest wins
was New Mexico's 73·67

J-

CAIRO - Thousands of Egyptian students, protesting the arrest of
hundreds of other students demanding an immediate war with Israel,
battled with rocks against police using tear gas Monday. The
government later banned public demonstrations.
Political observers said the civil disorder was the wo).'St crisis faced by
President Anwar Sadat since he ousted political opponents from the
government in May following an attempted coup, Up to 1500 students
were reported arrested.

was poised," said King.
thumping of St. Louis.
Stewart replaced starter. Darryl
. "I think the biggest feature was
having only 12 turnovers," said a Minniefield, who was plag~.~ed
Slltisfied UNM head coach Bob 'with folll trouble early in the
King yesterday at a luncheon. second half and sat out most of
"That and the fact that we the remainder of the game.
rebounded fairly well and "Darryl had ap exceptionally
defensed better than we have good first half," said King. King
most of the time in the pv.st this said also that former reserve and
now starter Harold Little "came
se&son."
on even better as the game went
King Cites 'l\vo
King singled out sophomore along,"
King said it was an ''odd ball
Gabe Nava and junior Mik.e
Stewart, both reserves, as having game in that we didn't get many
done a good job. ''Stewart ha.d his free throws until late in the
best effort of the season as a game."
Arizona Teams Here
reserve, and Nava's ballhandling
When King turned his eyes to
the resumption of WAC play ~his
weekend against Arizona State
Friday night &nd Arizona
S&turday night (both in University
Arena at 7:30p.m.), King said his
team would have problems

"When he had finillhed this sort relationship," 'l'be students would
of question form and we were advise the prisoners.
sure it indicated a legal problem,
This time we were first
we would arrange for him to have contacted by the Attorney
a personal interview with us. First General's office asking why we
we would have to have permission weren't interested in something
for this," MacPherson said, adding like this. We said we were and
there was also the problem of explained about last year."
space in the penitentiary for the
Funds
interviews.
There
would
be no new
Th~_law stud'!!lts would review
appropriations
for
the pr_9gram,
...... ......._.... .....
...
he said. "The Law School would
Over 30
extend a small sum in the form of
Different
an honorarium to the lawye).'S who
Sandwiches
Mon·Sat
participated." Staff attorneys
from the law school and city
attorneys would be able to
participate to supervise the law
students,

_
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The College Inn
If you. m·e tired of ...
time wasted on
Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,
Commnting, Hunting for Parking,
Shoping, Utilities and Expenses

And would prefer . ..

Study Committee Proposes
U. 'Regional Affairs' .Office
A new vice presidency has been
proposed at TJNM.. A committee
of students, faculty and staff
reported in a December study the
University has ignored the cultural
uniqueneS$ of the Southwest and
done little to improve the
conditions of minorities in the
region.
The committee proposes a new
agency at the highest level of the
University, headed by a vice
president for regional affairs.
Re·Allocation
The proposal was presented to
UNM President Ferrel Heady in
December. "l thought the
proposal was .•• well presented,"
said Heady. He noted that "a
good deal of the proposal
concerns re-allocation of existing
programs."
Heady also pointed out, since
the budget for academic. '72·'73
has already been submitted, the
new vice presidency could not
become a reality until at least
academic year '73·'74.
Richard Griego, one of those
who submitted the propoeal, said,
"I think the heart of it (the
proposal) is the Institute for
Regional Studies and Research.''
He said national and international
problems were being studied on
those levels, but asked, "What
happens to the heads of a
region?"
Conquest
"I think that most people see
that something more
comprehensive has to be donP,"
Griego suggested,
"Large numbe~s of three of the
four major groups which were
brought into American society
against their will are found in the
Southwest in relatively deprived
social and economic
situations.••,"the report says.
"What is not known or widely
aecepted is that the contemporary
problems of these groups are
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largely a result of th<i!ir !!Onquest
or enslavement and their
subsequent domination."
The proposal's plan, which
could be put into effect by the
academic year '73·'74, would be
to create five divisions under a
vice president for regional affairs:
the lnstitu te for ~eional StudiPii
and Research; the Division for
Cultural Affairs; the Office of
Special Student Services, which
would provide recruitment,
scholastic, and financial services
for mino:dty students.
Also, the Division of Media and
Resource Services, 11nd the
Division of Community
Awareness Center would fall
under the division of Cultural
Affairs.
The report explores the need
for greater emphasis an regional
problems, in addition to outlining
a University organization and
suggesting a budget.
The committee recommends a
buget of $1.2 million, with $0.6
million given out in the form of
minoxity scholarships and
fellowships.
Among the shifted programs
would be the minority studies
programs, with the exception of
Afro·American studies, which has
not yet endorsed the plan.
The only completely new
divisions would be the Institute
for Regional Studies and
Research, and the Division of
Media and Resources.
Delay
The possible delay in organizing
the regional aftairs program was
recognized by Griego, who hinted
that the new organization might
never exist as proposed, but that
he was convinced that it would
become reality in some form.
"We're suggesting a vice
presidency... perhaps a dean
could handle the same kind of
program. This is just the first
step," he added.

No Blues Yet

Sign·ups will continue through
tomorrow for the women's
intramural basketball tournament
slated to begin next week in
Carlisle gym,
Beverly J. Bond, director or
women's intramurals, said that
"basketball is one of the most
successful sports in the women's
intramural program." She said
students have the option or
signing up on an individual basis
or as teams.
All teams should go to the
auxiliary gym at the east end of
Johnson gymnasium Jan. 27 for
practice and brushing up on the
moderately new rules. Bond said
"it may surprise some folks to
know that women now play five
player basketball. Unlike a few
years ago, each player may now
shoot and play the full court."
Bond added that at the
Thursday practice, a tournament
schedule will be distributed to all
participants in the tourney.
Last year the :Kiva Club "and
their fan club" won the
tournament. Other teams that
played in the tournament were
Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi,
Chi Omega, and two "excellent"
independent teams.

...

"SCHOLARSHIP CLUB
OF AMERICAn

Plenty of Food, No Limit,
F

Coffee all day, We do the Cleamng

303 Ash St. NE
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• DRAMA

Interviews by appointmentCall Forrest Peterson

243·2881

268·3908
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FINE ARTS

AGES4-6
DIRECTEP. BY RON GREGORY, B.A., M.A..
ASSISTED BY FULLY QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS
CLASSES WILL MEET MON. THRU FRI.,9:30-11:30 A.M.
THE PROGRAM WILL EMPLOY THE ART·FORMS OF

- ...'t ~Jl-(<~rt....-

lhe College Inn

........................

INTRODUCES

Interested in students who can continue irt the dub for several
years.

1-,'>i'J-@@.CV.,:l

Tbe UNM t~ack team will host equally potential group of top
an indoor triangular meet with the trackmen. UTEP's coach, Wayne
University of Arizona and the Vandenburg competed in the
University of Texas at El Paso this hurdles and jumps on the track
Saturday at Tingley Coliseum, team at UNM under coach
slated to start nt 1:30 p.m.
Hackett and was laLer his assistant
Lobo track coach Hugh concentrating on recruiting.
Hackett's thinclads are expected
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
to do well in the upcoming meet
after beating highly regarded
NewCourse
~
Kansas last week, winning the top
spots in nine of the 14 «!vents
MARRIAGE AND
scheduled.
'' 0 ur boys proved their
PERSONAL
capabilities against top-notch
DEVELOPMENT
competition," said coach Hackett.
"Kansas has won the NCAA track
Topics247
championships twice in recent
~
Home
Economics Dept,
years and are one of the strongest
teams we'll face all year."
~
MWF9:30a.m.
~
UTEP won the WAC indoor •
T
Th
2:00p.m.
~
championships last year and
placed second in the NCAA ~ Pro£. Terry Olson 277473!1 ~
indoor finals and this year field an ~
~...............

A UNIQUE WEEK-DAY PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

IDM Corporation of Albuquerque will furnish service scholarships
and part time work to dub' members.

Come Look Us Over. We Now Have Some Vacancies
Make Your Spring Reservations Now
rates from $525 per semester

Indoor Track Meet Features
NM, Arizona, UTEP Saturday

TilE I(RASNOFF

scholarships

Walk to Class

Bond said that "all interested
players should be certain to sign
up on the dates indicated on the
schedule."

Coach Ron Jacobson's UNM
wrestling team ill coming off an
impres11ive 30-6 victory over
Colorado State to face powerf1.1l
Adams State College tonight in
Johnson gymnasi1.1m.
Adams State is the defending
NAIA champiol1 .and Jacobson
considers them stronger than any
team his Lobos have met to date.
Adams St&te has strength in most
weight classes but Jacobson
singled out their 118 • pol.lnder, a
member of the U.S. wrestling
team of '69·70, and their 177 •
pounder, two-time NAIA
champion, a$ the school's most
outstanding grapplers.
The Lobas will put their 7-2·1
record on the line against this
small school powMhn••~P. Since
the beginning of the season,
Jacobson has seen great
improvement by individuals on his
own squad, especially by Milton
Seals. Seals, a freshmen in the
heavy • weight class, has won his
last 10 matches,
With a 3·0 conference record,
the Lobos are still in the running
for the WAC title. However,
Jacobson feels his team has to
improve even more as three strong

ATTENTlON PARENTS!

50 young lady students from UNM to be seler:ted for service

Linen Supplied, Lots of Parking,

A smiling head coach Jiob J<.mg
was smiling also after UNM's
7 3·67 basketball win over St.
Louis Saturday. 'l'he Lobos face
Arizona arid ASU this weekend.

Women's BB Tournament
Sign . ups Until Tomorrow

We do the Cooking,

.......
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• MUSIC

• DANCE

STRESSING: • DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD'S CREATIVE AlllLITY
• D!SCIPLINE:D RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT e CONFIDENCE:,
ESSENTIAL FOR. ACHIEVBMENT • AN INTRODUCTION
TO APPRECIATION OF ALL A.RT·FOIU\IS
OPEN FOR ENROLl,MENT DAILY 4:00-1:00 P.M.
FOR INFORMATION AND INTERVIEW CALL 265-3262 or 265-8160
6101-05 ANDERSON & SAN PEDRO S.E.
South San Pedro Shopping Village
Tuesday, Januv.ry 25, 1972
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on the bench.
King said ASU compares in
some ways to St. John's, who beat
the Lob6s 95-92 at the Lobo
Invitational in December, They
average about 87 pointli a game
and give up about 80. "We're
going__ to have to play better
l;lefen:;;ively than we have all
year," said King.
"Our big 1:1uestion is if we can
get back and stop their break,"
added Kiug. "They push the ball
at you very hard."
Of Arizona, King said, ''they
are the hottest team in the leagt.le
right now.'' Guard Jiw
Huckestein, said King, "is out of
his mind" as the team spark.
Huckestein has averaged 24. 8 in
WA.C pl&y so far this year.
Harris Jumps High
Bruce AndersoQ.,~ · who missed
action last year in the WAC, is
back in great jumping shape, His
6·8 frame complements well that
of juaior college transfer Lynard
Harris (6·6), who has jumped to
the top of four categories of WAC
statistics.
Ha~=ris averages over 18 points a
game, picks off over 10 caroms, '
hits almost 60 per cent of his free
teams- BYU, the preseason throws, and shoots better than 55
favorite, Arizona and Utah~ are per cent f):Qm the field- all
still on the Lobo's WAC schedule. ranking him high in WAC stats.
This 1-2 punch on the boards,
Thus far the team has been
fortunate in avoiding any serious Harris and Anderson, has helped
injuries, but lack of depth may the Wildcats to a 3·1 WAC record,
second only to Brigham Young,
still prove to be a problem.
Before the squad starts and includes a big road win over
worrying about the WAC, they Utah two weeks ago.
The Wildcats alternate their
have to get by Adams State
tonight. If they can do that, the defenses often, going to
Lobos just might. have the "everything," said King, "from 11
confidence they need to upset full court man press to a 1-2·2
?;one, and they're getting it done
BYU
well~'-_

Matmen Face Tough
Adams St. This Eve

\

MacPherson, supervisor of the
program. The prisoners would
have to be at the poverty level
before the free legal aid would be
extended to them,
Posters
"If we got the approval we
could begin to implement the
program a week later. This would
be done by Jetting the prison4!rs
k[lOW a program i? available for

·"trying to get ready for these two
ball games this week,''
King said that "defensing
Ari:~;ona State is another storY.
They're one of the most offensive
minded teams in the country."
King singled aut the Sun D~vil
strength, found mainlY in se!'lior
Paul Stovall, who averages 20
points. a game, and 15 rebounds.
Rhea Taylor averages 16 points
and seven boards, and 6·7 Mike
Bowling round o11t the strong
inside strength of the Devila.
Bowling recently got into a little
fracas with BYU's big 6·11 pivot,
Kresimir Cosic, when ASU was
beaten by the Cougars at Provo.
Hopwood on Bench
Guards include Bill Kennedy
(16 points a game), who hurt the
Lobos badly last season, and Mike
Contreras. A starting guard from
last year, Mike Hopwood, now sits

NON-CREDIT CASSES
offered by the University of New Mexico

Division of Continuing Education
im:lude:
Adobc-Bulld·It-Youraoll
Airline 'rransport Pilot Rating
Inatr~~ment Ground School Course
Private and Re!rcsher Ground School
Course
The Stow of Albuquerq.ue
llUAlnfSS English
BlldlnfSS Machlnell
Elementary CcTamlea
Certlfil!d Pto!<ltlllonoi Seerctary Review
ChlnCJ!c 'Lanfl'Uage and Literature
Low CalOric Cooklns: & Weight
Rl!duction
Goumtct Cooking for Men Only
Cooking Cor the Now Itooteu

Painting, Oil
Painting, Oriental Bruah
Painting= Wateri!Olo~. lle~tlnnlng
Philosophy: Contcmvollli'Y Problenlll
Phololrra'PhY I, Boginnlns:
Ph~tography If, DarJ<room TeehniQUell
Phyalcall'ltncs• Pro~m~m tor Adults
Poych~ybernotlea

Sculpt'llre
Doglnnln« Sowlnlt
ln~nnl!dlata Sewlnsr
Advancl!d Scwing: Tailoring
Scwinsr With Knit and Stretch Fabrlea
ABC Shorthand1 Boglnnlns:
Shorthand, Begmnlng
CO.RUESPONDENOE COURSI!JS
Spanl.oh .Rea.ding Courae
Crllfts: Stitchery (Creative Embroidery) DCI!innlmt Spanloh
Jntermc;llatc Spanl.oh
Cra!ta for ltome D~ratlon 11nd Gl!t
Ideas .
Advancl!d Spanl.oh I
Crllfta: Strictly FloweM
Advanel!d Spanillh II
Creative Wrltl!•s:: Fiction
Advancl!d Soanlah C:Onveroatlon
Creative Problem Solving:
Speed Readlnl!'
Study Skllla
CreatlviQI-i:hotce ot Chance1
Dancing (BI'I:innln~t) International Folk Supervisory Development I
Danelng: Mod~rn Ballroom Dancing
'rravell Student Tl'avelln Europe
Drawln~r, Freehand
Tra'/el: European 'rravcl !or Adulta
J!aole Eleetmniea
Typewriting, Boglnnlnsr
Enr:Iillh lO (Engll•h Revli!W')
Typewriting, Interml!dlate
French, Beginning Convet!!atlonal
A W""rlnl!' Windfall
l'reneh, Conversational II
Welding, Acetylene
Wcldfng, Elect.rle
Gardening lor Spring ahd Iutnmtt
German: BOI!inning Conv~raatfonal
W(>Odwi>rklng
German: lntermedbl.hl Conveno.Uonal
An Introductiol'! to Yog,;.
Gol!
Contlnuinsr YO#a
GraphoanalY•Is tnandwrltlnrt Analysis) CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
GrOAt Doclaions in Forell!II Af!aln
Data Proc...,Jng
Gr...,t lkci9iona Program
neal Eetahl
Gullar
Small Bmln""" Malllllii"DDent
nl•tory of Nt!W Mexlro and the
Social Servl"" T..,hnlclan
Southw..t Cl821-Prto~ent)
Bn•lnes~~ Srstem• I
You, Your ltom~. and the
RPG Prarr:rammlmt
Pmr...ton&l :Pa~il!III!r
COBOL PfOgl'ammlng
BUI!In""" Srs!enut TI
J'ewclry Making
Litentture: Bridging tho
COBOL Worl<llhop
"Generation Gap"
Real &tate Salt!!! 'l'eehnlques
Literature: Sclenel! Fiction
Real E•Uite Exehanrr!ng
Llte.rature! Southwestern
Government Lam Relating t;:, lteal
Literature: Them"' on Lonellnt~~~.~
Ptoroerty
Literature: Wars Throughout Hls!o17
Real &tate Law
Macrame (Creative Knotting)
1neonte 'l'..x lor the SlllaU Dmln"""
M11th lllll
.
Ltl.bor·Milnagemont. Rcla.tlona
Mathth 020 (Basic Algebra)
Marl<etln!l'
ma : Modern Math lor Parents
Adve.tt!Jling
Mathl BM!c BuainOM Arlthmetll;\
C'""ework, Group Work, Community
Ml'tllory Training
Ol'jlarllzatlon
·
Mlneralo.l!Y
Social :r.,.gl.olatlou
Mu,•f• 'l'od&lt
•
Modern Social &rvlcto~ Teehn!qu(!S
Parntlng, Be8'lnnu1g

THE :ENGLISH CIRCLE-for speakers of other languages. This
is a morning gathering :for l.i.dults who want to improve their

English conversational and writing skills for dnily lii'e social
'
affairs, and college study.
Wednesday and Saturday, 9:30-11:01} a.m. International Student
Center
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION OF THE ORIENT
Mr. Stone has lived at three Indian Ashrams, two Zen Buddhist
Temple·M:onasteries, the Tenrikyo Kotoku Church community,
etc. Ile hopes to bring some of tlle Oriental equanimity to students, so that they mlly achieve Seijaku, that is, Stillness in
Activity,
STOCK MARKFI': MECitANlCS AND TECitNIQUES
The course will proceed from the question "What is a Common
Stock 1" all the way to discussion of advanced techniques used
by,Funda and Institutins, Suitable for beginners and professionals
ahke.

For course description, fees, times, etc. j:)ick-up a Community Col·
lege bulletin at the continuing Education Building located on the
Northwest corMr of lomas at Yale (805 Yale NE) or call277·2215
or 277·2931
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Librarian to be Selected by July

CAMPUS BRIEF§
New Class
Physical Education 144, TT
11-12:30 will be a beginning judo
class taught by Andrew Yiannakis
(277-4808).

Dames Club
UNM Dames Club meeting
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 820
Muriel, N.E. There will be an
interior decorating demonstration',
everyone welcome.

Colloquium
There will be a Computing
Science <Jolloquium at 3: ::SO p.m.,
Tuesday, in the Computing

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1 40 l per time run, U ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,

Center, Room 142 to discuss the for Alienation." AU four events
January NSF Conference on will be held in the Kiva.
Operating System Principles. ·The
s~eaker will be Stoughton Bell,,
Genetics
professor of mathematics and
Henry G. Kunkel, world
director of the UNM Computing
famous immunologist, will speak
Center.
in the third floor auditorium of
the medical school's Basic Science
Building on human genetics,
Kaufman
Walter Kaufman will make a beginning at 8 a.m. Thursday.
series of appearances Thursday
Bio Seminar
and Friday. 2 p.m. Thursday will
A seminar entitled
be "Nietzsche: His relevance
Today," at 8 p.m. "The Fear of "Vitamin D- Calcium
Freedom," On Friday he will read Phosphorous Metabolism" will be
his poetry at 3 p.m. and at 8 he held in the Basic Medical Sciences
will give a lecture on "The Need Building on Tuesday in room 241
at 3 p.m. The seminar features
Jack Omdahl, Department of
ADVERTISING
Biochemistry, University of
Wisconsin.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertlslnst
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Schedule Changes

TERMS; Payment must be made in Cull prior to Insertion ot advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

AGORA-is going back on regular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no I,D., no
money necessary. NW corner Mesa Vista
Hall. 277-3013 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER;
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks, Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
~eJ:tind_!_riangle Bar)
Tfn
MARRIED AND SINGLE STiJDENTS,
Hospitalization insurance. Pays up to
$450. for maternity, For info telephone
242-1217. --=1:-/:::;;25;__ _ _ _ _ __
WE NEED a loving someone with JJreschooler to care for our toddler mornings
at your home. UNM area preferred, 2662'161.
1/28.
3)

SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE- Individualized instruction in photo fundamentals, or
tailored to your present level, Taught by
serious professional. use of my excellent
darkroom for heavy practice. Lectures,
discussions, arguments, fleld trips, criti·
ques. Limited to eight serious students,
Near UNM. Call 265-2444. 11/28
PROBLEM: c~-r usi~ mo;~- g~ lately?
SOLUTION: Rebuild your carburetor w/
HI-Altitude jets-JJlus tune-up. All work
guaranteed. Minimum $20.00. Call 296·
8376, 7-10 a.m. 5-10 p.m. 1/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATI_O_N_,_IN_D_E_·N-T-I·
FICATlON photo. Faqt, inexpensive,
pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. 1/28
HAS YOUR 10-SPEED got the blues? 10.
speed tunc ups $lli. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE. 842-9100. 2/4
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $35.00 includes
lodging, transportation & discounts. 2825405. 3/9.
TYPING-FAST-ACCURATE. 60¢ page.
206-4063. 1/27.
FINE OLD FA,_SH=JO_N_E_D_P_O_R_T_R_A_I_T
PHOTOGRAPHY. Family, Children.
Andrea West. 282-6894, 2/3.
TYPING. IDM with carbon ribbon. 12
ycnm experience. Dissertations n specialty. 298-3804. 1/27.
LIFE-STYLE Pli.--:O~T-O-.P-O_R_T
__R_A_1T-S--in
your natural habitat. Call Paul Wilson
at 8!.18·4!164 or 26G-2026. 1/27.
OVERSEASJODsFon-STUDE_N_T-S.-A-~-
trailia, Europe, s. America, Africa etc.
All profe9Sions and occupations. $700 to
$3,000 monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,
sightseeing, Free information. Write
Jobs OverseM, Dept. K9, Box 15071, San
Diego, CA. !12116. 2/3.
READING IMPROVEMENT COURSE
CAdults 1 Chlldren) $15.00, Fumto Memory Training Course. $15.00, Make sensible gj(lq, 344·4849. 1126
TYPING, 12 years experience, accurate
fast, .reMonable. IBM Electric, 298·3804'
1 '2u

4)

•

1

FORSALE

NEW & USED MUSICAL INST:RUMENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music.
1831 Central NW. 242-3745. 1/28.
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE , , , your
organic haberdlll!her hill! pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vista NE. (Bcllind the Triangle
Bar). Tfn
CAMERAS, 2 ea. SRT 101, normal, wide,
tele, lenses, cMe, C-3, 180 mm, 36,-2tA,
6x7, enlargers. Print washer(big), much
more. Ken. 268-4537. 1/27.
WE HAVE BLUE JEAN BELLS, $8.00.
Lobo Men'& Shop, 2120 Central SE.
HAND-MADE LEATHER PANTS. Custom. Reasonable price-. Experienced, 282~
5894. 2/3.
LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10. Now available
in s;r;;t:ii & lllu .. t LuiJo :W:eu'11 Shop,
2120 Central SE.
TRUMPET, excellent condition. $75,00 Ski
; Boots, size 7;1:. $10.00. 265-2147. 1/25
MARTIN GUITARB-New shipment just
arrived, KING MUSIC, 7017 Menaul NE
1/28
NEW 10-SPEEDS. Great selection. Tradeins welcome, THE DIKE SHOP 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/4.
NEW 1971 SING,_E_R--SE_W_IN_G_M_A
__
CHINES equipped to do mrot anything, $49,95. Cash or Terms. Open 7
days n week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Ma~ NE. tfn,
DEAL STU-~D-::E~N::_:T::-::T.:.::O:_S_T_U_D_E_N_T_,_S_A_V_E
30-60% on Diamond rings, 344-6349. 1/26
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 81h, Barrecrafter poles.
Used 1 seaqon. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $160. See McDonald nt Journalism
6)

Anthro 315 001 R. Nilton TT
11·12:15 MH 121
Anthro 315 002 H. Paymella
TT 3:30-4:45 MH 115
Am. Studies 302 001
Nilson-Sando TT 7-8:45 p.m. MH
116
Am. Studies 302 002 E. Napp
W 7-10 p.m. Anthro 176
Eng 280 013 P. Brown TT
2-3:15 MH 115

Platoon Leaders
Undergraduates, freshmen
through juniors, may apply for
the Marine Corps' Platoon Leaders
Class (PLC). This program
includes an academic allowance,
summer training sessions and a
Marine commission upon
graduation. For information
contact the local Marine recruitors
or from Marine Corps Officer
Selection Office, 912 Commerce

Raymond MacCurdy, professor
in the department of modern and
classical languages, has been
appointed chairman of an
11-member search committee
which will recommend candidates
for appointment as director of the
general library at UNM,
The committee, appointed by
Chester Travelstead, vice president
for academic affairs, includes four
members of the library faculty,
four members of the faculty
library committee, a student
appointed by the president of the
GSA, and an undergraduate
student named by the president of
ASUNM.
Members are:
Library fac~llty- Ellen Brow,
Latin American bibliographer;
Donald Foster, catalog librarian;
St., Room 606, Dallas, Texas
75202, 749-2812.

Do You Need Legal Advice?
The Clinical Law Program of
the UNM School of Law, has been
authorized by the New Mexico
Supreme Court to provide legal
counsel for qualified students and
employees of the University,
If you are being evicted, about
to lose your car, need draft
counseling, or if you have legal
questions about welfare, or have
any other legal problems, call or
visit the Clinical Law Program
office at 1117 Stanford, N.E.,
Room 148 (in the new Law
School building next to the North
University Golf Course), The
telephone number is 277-3604,
Please call or come by to make an
appointment.
The legal counsel is free of
charge, but there is a nominal
registration fee of 50 cents.

Norris Maxwell, readers' services
librarian; and George Miller,
humanities bibliographers.
Faculty library committeeJames Cooper, department of
educational foundations; Randal
Cruikshanks, department of
political science; Nicholas
Vanderborgh, department of
chemistry; and Douglas George,
department of art. '
GSA representative- Kathleen
McNerney (Benjamin Severn,
alternatie ).
ASUNM representative -Frank
Margarella.
The committee will hold its
first meeting Wednesday at 4 p.m.
in Scholes Hall, room 206,
Travelstead, who will appoint a
library director after' receiving
recommendations from the
committee, says he hopes the
procedure will be completed early
enough so the new director can
report for duty by July 1.
The present library director,
David 0, Kelley, has resigned
effective June 30 and will work
during the following year, his last
before retirement, in the area of
resources development in the
library,
~SpotoP1tsenu
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2 Tickets: Rhodes, Reidlings~
downtown, ·Music II
~
Students wfiD $1.00 discount

tbe bribal patb
COMPLETE "WEDDING PLANNING AND
ARRANGEMENTS
Proper planning saves Dad's money and 1\{other's worry. W'e establish
your needs and organize a team of wedding professionals for you from our
BRIDAL PATH associates-the best in the areal The cost of these services
is cx.tctly the same through us as if }OU engage them directly•••• Tln:
great difference is that we coordinate the entire effort to assure you a
beautiful and well·organized wedding.-

EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESSERS NEEDED, Homeworkers
earn to $150. For info senti 25¢ and
lltamperl envelope to Box 12213, Gainesville, Fla. 32601. 1/25.
COLLEGE STUDEN,_T_T_O_R_J<_lP--1--tE-'S_E_N_T
LOCAL FJRM IN MARKETING new
Product developed by the National Aeron·
nutics & SuncP A1lmlni•trntion. Introduce
fellow student.'l & friends to aot adventure
in the "World of Sound." Earn top $$.
Call Mr. Ashley 268-3756. 2/1
·
HELP WANTED- LOBO DELIVERYneed car-come to Journalf.qm 206 between 8: 00 & 9 :00 AM. 1/25
BABYSITTER WANTED=.~T~w-o-c~h~1l~dr-e-n.
My home. Own tra!Ulportation only. 2683508. 1/27

71

Search Committee Formed

We can help you locate wedding and reception sites and assist at your rehearsal, ceremony and reception. Let us explain our efficient system to
you with no obligation on your part.

Broc.hurc on request

1\HSCELLANEOIJS

'l"eler}Jeo.-,e 296-8484

ENROLL NOW I Accredited Bible Courses,
Christian Student Center, 130 Girard NE
266-4312, 2/4.
•

···"79.::J9·rSA~r:i:\,•r~v'~y·c!Vf:.£?4·ff;k·1~t'·iue87111···---- ·-----~-·-···

PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES. Beginning
TJ!t~nndinte, !.dvan.-:ed. Asi< tor Andre~
West. Experienced. 282·5894, 2/3,

FOR RENT

FEMALE TO SHARE country home-own
room-$76.00 month. 8 mo. only-corrales, 898·7287. 1/25.

5)

FORSALE

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM including A:r.t-FM multiplex tuner, w/76 watf8
ot music power. Full sized deluxe BSR
turntable w/4 speaker crOB!!-over system.
UNITED
$88,00, caah or tenns.
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Ma~ NE.
Open seven days a week.
2 GOODRICH SNOW TIR.-E-S--.-S-Iz_e_6-.6-0-/1-3
call 265-7938. Prof. Tomlins in Language
department. 2/1
KAWASAKJ, 120cc, 2,000 miles. $200 with
helmet. Call And.-cw, Phone 243-2112. 2/1
SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA. Easy to we.
$40. 277-5365. 1/25

Live in luxury
and solve the
parking problem.
Rent before the
new semester.

SEEThe
Beautiful New

I

CLASSIFIED
ADVER,.fl§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. ·Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Apartments

NOW RENTING

MID-CAMPUS
APARTMENTS

4. For Rent

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

151S Copper N.E.
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